Exploring ProQuest Primary and Secondary Resources to Improve your Dissertation

At the end of this session you will:

• Be familiar with University of Edinburgh’s range of owned and subscribed ProQuest Resources
• Understand the different resource types, and why these resources are important to your research
• Know how to explore these resources to find what you need
# ProQuest Resources at University of Edinburgh

## Scholarly & Aggregation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ebook Central</td>
<td>14000+ Books</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Business Premium Collection | **Scholarly Journals**: Thousands of full text journals across all fields  
**The latest thinking first**: Dissertations, working papers, and conference papers providing the latest thinking often years before it is published in a journal  
**Resources for teaching**: Including case studies and business cases, market and industry reports, analyst reports, entrepreneurship tools & templates.  
**The latest business news**: Key providers such as WSJ, The Economist, FT, Barron’s, Cinco Dias and more |
| Arts Premium Collection | Covering Art, Design, Architecture, Humanities, Film/Screen Studies, Music and more |
| Social Sciences Premium Collection | Covering politics, public policy, sociology, social work, anthropology, criminology, linguistics, and more |
| Periodicals Archive Online | Full run of 700 Scholarly journals, back to 1802 |
| ProQuest Dissertations and Theses Global (PQDT) | Over 2 million full-text dissertations from 3000 universities worldwide |
| Factiva.com | Global news (not on the ProQuest Platform) |
## ProQuest Resources at University of Edinburgh

### Primary Sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>House of Commons Parliamentary Papers (1715 - present)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documents on British Policy Overseas (20th century)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congressional Publications (1789 - present)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>The Guardian</em> (1821 – 2003) and <em>The Observer</em> (1791 - 2003)</td>
<td>Historical Newspapers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>The Times of India</em> (1838 - 2008)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment Industry Magazine Archive (1880 – 2000)</td>
<td>Consumer and General interest magazines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Vogue Archive (1892 - present)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early European Books (1450s - 1700)</td>
<td>Historical Books</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early English Books Online (1470 – 1700)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## ProQuest Resources at University of Edinburgh
### Curated Thematic Collections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| ProQuest One Literature | **Multi-Format & Varied Content**: primary texts, full-text journals, historic literary criticism, videos, dissertations, eBooks and more  
**Diversity**: a focus on diversity—black and global writers supports diversity in scholarship, bringing different perspective to researchers & students  
**Discipline User Experience**: an experience centered around authors, movements and works help users frame and interpret their research topics. A literature user experience highlights varied content types across criticism, primary works, reference, dissertations, video and more. |
| Theatre in Video        | Hundreds of the world’s most important plays, documentaries, interviews, and instructional materials in more than 1000 hours of streaming video.  
Definitive performances, by leading actors and directors, from celebrated productions of Shakespeare to rare, in-depth footage of the work of Samuel Beckett.  
Interviews with directors, designers, writers, and actors |
| Music & Dance Online    | *Music and Dance Online* elevates music analysis to an entirely different level by offering video, audio, reference, and scores all together on one cross-searchable platform, with added educational features. |
Why begin your dissertation research with PQDT?

Turn your intellectual curiosity into action

PQDT Global Contains:

- Nearly 5 million works, spanning 100+ countries with coverage from the 17th century to present day

Provides:

- Emerging research to fuel scholars with new insights
- Comprehensive bibliographies that capture the most important research
- Coverage for virtually every topic, from the niche to the mainstream
- Unique data sets that haven’t been published anywhere else
Why use Primary Sources in your dissertation research?

Critical Thinking
Primary sources allow researchers to identify questions, examine the evidence, and draw their own conclusions.

Top three reasons identified by UK faculty
- Inspires new thinking
- Improves the result
- Narrows/broadens/changes the focus

Source: https://www.jisc-collections.ac.uk/Documents/Reports/UK%20Scholarly%20Reading%20and%20the%20Value%20of%20Library%20Resources%20Final%20Report.pdf
Why explore ProQuest’s Curated Collections in your research?

**Primary Works**
500,000 plays, poems and prose represent the literary canon across 1,000 years

**Diverse Voices**
150,000 hard-to-find primary texts from lesser known writers beyond the Western canon

**Video and Audio**
1,300 videos and 1,000 audio tracks of performances and author interviews

**Reference Works**
18,000 encyclopedias, companions, and dictionaries provide background and context

**Full-Text Journals**
1,200 literary journals, bulletins, reviews and interdisciplinary publications offer contemporary criticism

**Historic Criticism**
20,000 sources of historic literary criticism cover 17th through 21st century authors

**Dissertations**
14,000 dissertations offer scholarly output on emerging literary topics with rich reference citations

**Ebooks**
20,000 ebooks provide in-depth critical analysis of primary works, and author biographies

**Discipline-specific, multi-format experience**
Using DiscoverEd to find relevant documents
China: China Coronavirus Lockdown Crippling Global Supply Chain


Full Text

With more than 50 million people on lockdown, economists warn China's efforts to contain the coronavirus outbreak are reverberating through the global economy.

For two weeks major airlines have either scaled back or outright cancelled service to China, and many global retailers, including coffee chain Starbucks and furniture giant IKEA, have announced that they are temporarily closing outlets there. Yum brands, the owner of well-known fast food chains including KFC and Pizza Hut, said that it had been forced to close nearly a third of its stores in the country.

The impact is now growing outside China. This week, Hyundai Motor Company announced that it had been forced to suspend production at its plants in South Korea because parts made in China were no longer available. Nintendo announced that shipments of its popular Switch gaming platform would be...
Searching PQDT Global

ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global
Advanced Search

- **coronavirus** in Document title – Ti

Limit to: Full text
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Understanding Coronavirus Fusion through Structure


Abstract

Two recent coronavirus epidemics highlight the need for vaccine development since no therapeutic currently exists. There are six known human infecting coronaviruses and many others that can infect livestock and household pets. Viral surveys in bat populations suggest many coronaviruses are poised to cross the species barrier, suggesting future outbreaks are likely. Coronavirus are enveloped viruses and infection is mediated by a trimeric spike glycoprotein present on the virion surface. The spike proteins are class I fusion proteins, similar to HIV envelope or influenza hemagglutinin, and are the main target of neutralizing antibodies during infection. The viral tropism and ability for the virus to enter cells is determined by the spike protein which undergoes a large conformational change from its pre-fusion state on the viral surface to the post-fusion state following viral and host membrane fusion. The structure and organization of the coronavirus spike protein had not previously been established. In this dissertation, I begin by investigating the architecture of the coronavirus spike protein from various different genus's and infection hosts. Using state of the art single particle cryo-electron microscopy we were able to solve two near atomic resolution structures of the first β-coronavirus and α-coronavirus spike proteins and elucidate their commonalities and differences. In order to better understand the fusion transition, we also solved the first structure of a β-coronavirus spike protein in the
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GANDHI SENTENCED.

SIX YEARS SIMPLE IMPRISONMENT.

ADMISSIONS IN COURT.

Ahmedabad, Saturday.

Gandhi has been sentenced to six years' simple imprisonment.

Sunday.

When in the course of his trial yesterday Gandhi was asked by the magistrate if he pleaded guilty to all the charges, the Advocate General pointed out that the sentenced in "Young India" condemned merely part of a campaign to spread disaffection, openly and systematically, to render government impossible, and to bring about its overthrow. They were not the writers of an uneducated or obscure man. "It is true," the Advocate General said, "that in these articles non-violence is insisted upon, but of what value is insistence on non-violence if you immediately preach disaffection against the Government and openly seek to instigate others to overthrow it?"

Gandhi then made a long statement in which he admitted that he preached disaffection towards the existing system of government.

MR. GANDHI'S APPEAL.

NON-VIOLENCE IN THOUGHT, WORD, AND DEED.

By G. F. Andrews.

Bombay, Friday.

Mr. Gandhi resumed the editorship of "Young India" to-day. He states that his belief in non-violent Non-Cooperation is unshaken, and adds the following passage:

"God, I know, is truth, for me the only certain means. Knowing God is non-violence—namely, love. I live for India's freedom, and would die for it, because it is part of truth. Only free India can worship the true God. My patriotism is not exclusive. Indian freedom as conceived by me benefits the whole world. Consciously or unconsciously the majority of us broke our pledge of non-violence. Therefore our own countrymen are filled with distrust. Hindus and Mussulmans have
HIGH PRAISE FOR INDEPENDENCE BILL IN INDIA

Britain’s “Atonement for the Past”

From our Special Correspondents

NEW DELHI, JULY 6.

The Indian press today unanimously acclaims the Indian Independence Bill as the "noblest" legislation ever enacted by the British Parliament. The only criticism of it is its vague-ness about the future of the Indian States. Congress dissatisfaction with the Bill's treatment of this subject is summed up by "The Indian News Chronicle," whose comment is typical:

With the lapse of paramountcy, States big and small are left to drift for themselves. To add to the confusion they are permitted free option to join one Constituent Assembly or the other without regard to geographical continuity or to resultant political complications.

If only that the rulers will realize that their so-called "independence" is only illusory and that they will soon come to arrangements with contiguous Dominions calculated to maintain geographical integrity on the one hand and to strengthen a free country on the other.

MR. GANDHI TO RETIRE FROM POLITICS: Will Live in Pakistan

From our Special Correspondent

NEW DELHI, AUGUST 7.

Mr. Gandhi, who has just returned from a visit to Kashmir, announced today that after August 15 he would retire from politics and would spend the rest of his life in Pakistan, striving to restore Indian unity.

He will not attend any of next week's celebrations and is now on his way to Noakhali, in East Bengal, the scene of some of the worst disturbances last year's communal rioting. Mr. Gandhi more than any other single man has helped to bring independence to India, but he has steadfastly refused to accept partition.
ProQuest One Literature

Search for:
Austen, Jane, 1775-1817 (as subject)
jane austen's
jane austen love
jane austen life
jane austen film
jane austen emma
jane austen bio

Go directly to:

- Austen, Jane, 1775-1817
  Author Page. Access all resources in a single page.

- Persuasion by Jane Austen
  Work Page. Access all resources in a single page.
Austen, Jane, 1775-1817

Date of Birth/Death: 1775-1817
Gender: Female
Nationality: British/English/European
Literary movement: Romanticism 1780-1837

Jane Austen (1775-1817), novelist, was born on 16 December 1775 in Steventon, Hampshire, the seventh child of the Rev. George Austen (1731-1805) and Cassandra Austen, née Leigh (1739-1827). She had an elder sister, Cassandra, and five brothers: James; Edward (later Knight); Henry, a clergyman, Francis William, or "Fly", and Charles. Francis and Charles were in the Navy.

... Read full biography from Literature Online...

MOST VIEWED PRIMARY TEXTS

5. Northanger Abbey and Persuasion: By the Author of "Pride and Prejudice" With a

RECENT CRITICISM

ProQuest One Literature – Author Page continued

CRITICISM OVER TIME

RELEVANT REFERENCE WORKS

1. Persuasion by Jane Austen
   ProQuest Literary Work Pages

2. Space and the Postcolonial Novel. University of Waterloo

3. Salve
   Rabb, Melinda. In The Cambridge Companion to Women’s Writing in Britain, 1660-1799, edited by

4. “The World has seen Strange Revolutions Since I Died: The Waste Land and the
   Great War

5. The Historical Context
   Sachs, Jonathan. In The Cambridge Companion to Emma*, edited by Sabor,
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